
Villa Description

Mountain View: Guests can enjoy a scenic view of the mountains, providing a tranquil and picturesque backdrop to their stay.

TV: Entertainment is available with a television, allowing guests to unwind and catch up on their favorite shows or movies.

AC: Air conditioning units are provided in all three rooms and the living room, ensuring a comfortable indoor environment regardless of the weather.

WIFI: Wireless internet access is available, allowing guests to stay connected or work remotely if needed.

Kitchen: The property features an open kitchen, giving guests the option to prepare their own meals during their stay.

Free Resort Access: Guests may have access to resort amenities and facilities, potentially enhancing their overall experience.

Private Garden: A private garden area is available for guests to enjoy outdoor relaxation and activities.

Hammock: A hammock is provided, perfect for lounging and taking in the scenic views.

Private Pool: The property boasts a chlorine-free infinity plunge pool, allowing guests to take a refreshing dip while enjoying the beautiful surroundings.

Breakfast Included: The property offers breakfast as part of the stay, ensuring guests start their day with a delicious meal.

Self Check-In: A self-check-in process is available, providing convenience and flexibility for guests arriving at different times.

Free Cook Service: One notable feature is the inclusion of a free cook service; guests only need to cover the cost of groceries. This means a chef or cook will prepare
meals for the guests during their stay, enhancing the overall comfort and convenience of the experience.

The property you're describing, labeled as UNR2-314, appears to be a spacious cabin located on a hill with a stunning valley view. It boasts several
amenities and features, making it an attractive option for those seeking a serene and comfortable retreat away from the hustle and bustle of city life.
Here's a breakdown of what this place offers:

Overall, UNR2-314 appears to be a well-equipped and luxurious cabin that provides a wide range of amenities to ensure guests have a relaxing and enjoyable stay while
enjoying the natural beauty of the mountainous surroundings.



































House Rules

Security Deposit is payable at the villa at the time of Check-in, which is 100% refundable if no damage is made

 Loud Music after 10 p.m. is not allowed in the pool area, however, you can play normal music inside the villa

 While booking shares the exact number of guests, every additional guest above double occupancy will be chargeable

 No outside guests allowed without prior information

All illegal activities are prohibited

 Full retention if canceled within 35 days of check-in date

 15% Retention if canceled before 35 days of check-in date

 Smoking by the balconies, pool, and open areas is allowed

Airport transfers, Barbeque arrangements, and Cook and yacht bookings can be done at additional costs.


